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Creating Accurate
Nested IF Statements
The IF function is a very useful and flexi-

ditions being tested increases. The

Grade A, Rework, or Scrap. Any test

ble tool. Essentially, it determines

method presented here for creating nest-

score of 25 or less requires the product

whether a statement or condition is true

ed IF statements will help simplify the

to be scrapped, regardless of the total

or false and then returns one result for a

process and eliminate errors.

score. Figure 1 shows each condition

true condition and a different result for a

Create Individual
IF Statements

vidual IF statements. The formulas in

ments are added to or embedded within
an existing statement, they are consid-

The first step is to create individual IF

results can be examined to determine

ered to be “nested.” The basic syntax of

statements for each of the conditions.

whether the individual IF statements pro-

a nested IF statement testing for two

Creating individual IF statements allows

vide the correct grade.

conditions is typically: = IF(condition,

you to determine whether each of the

result if true, IF(second condition, result

conditional statements performs prop-

if true, result if false)).

erly. These will later be nested into one

Change Formulas
to Text

formula.

The next step is to change the IF state-

false condition. When additional IF state-

Nested IF statements can be difficult
to create and are a common source of
errors, particularly as the number of con-

Figure 1
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being determined separately using indi-
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Consider a product that undergoes
four tests to determine if the quality is

J5:L5 are copied to rows 6 to 9. The

ments in row 5 into text by inserting an
apostrophe before each of the equal

Figure 2

signs. For example, the formula in cell

the nested IF statement will do after

don’t see the apostrophe, there could be

J5, =IF(AND(F5>=300,G5>25),”A”,””),

being combined. In this example, the

a blank space that needs to be removed

becomes ‘=IF(AND(F5>=300,G5>25),

nested IF statement will first test to see if

instead—for some reason, Excel some-

”A”,””).

the Grade A conditions are met. If they

times inserts a blank space in front of

aren’t, it will then test for the Rework

the formula. Remove the space.) When

Adjust the Formulas

conditions. If those aren’t met, it will test

you hit Enter or click off the cell, Excel

Now that the formulas are displayed as

for the Scrap conditions. If none of the

will now see it as a formula: =IF(AND

text, they need to be prepared so they

conditions are met, the results will be a

(F5>=300,G5>25),”A”,IF(AND(F5>=200,

can be combined into a single nested IF

blank cell.

F5<300,G5>25),”R”,IF(OR(F5<200,

statement:
◆ Remove the equal sign from the IF
statements in cells K5 and L5.
◆ Remove the “False” conditions from
cells J5 and K5.
◆ Add a close parenthesis to the last IF
statement (cell L5).

G5<=25),”S”,””))).

Combine the Text
Statements

then be copied as a formula into cells

The next step is to combine the three IF

H6:H9. You can compare the results to

statements into a single text statement

the original results in cells J5:L9 to

using the concatenation (&) function. In

ensure accuracy. If the results match,

cell H5, enter = J5&K5&L5.

delete the individual IF formulas in

Figure 2 shows the results. Note the

The nested IF statement in cell H5 can

columns J through L. Figure 3 shows the

number of close parentheses in the last

Convert to a Formula

IF statements (cell L5) should be equal to

The final step is to convert the text state-

By following these steps, even the

the total number of IF statements:

ment to a formula. First, select and copy

most complex nested IF statement can

IF(OR(F5<200,G5<=25),”S”,””))).

cell H5. Right-click the cell and select

be written accurately. If you are using

Paste Special, then Value. Click OK. Now

more than seven nested IF statements,

remove the leading apostrophe. (If you

however, most developers recommend

Reading across cells J5, K5, and L5
will allow you to logically follow what

final results.

using VBA or developing a different

Figure 3

solution because interpreting and changing large nested IF statements can be a
difficult process. SF
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